Paediatric Admission & Discharge Criteria to CICU & PICU

1. Introduction & Scope

The following document provides a framework for all admissions and discharges to the Children’s Intensive Care Unit (CICU) and the Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU). This document only applies to patients admitted or discharged from CICU or PICU. The document should also apply to inter-unit transfers as the different sites make it important to have documentary evidence of handover.
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2. Admission Criteria:

- All admissions to CICU/PICU must be approved by the duty PICU Consultant
- All admissions must have an admitting parent specialty Consultant
- Referrals to CICU/PICU should be Consultant to Consultant when at all possible
2.1 Discharge Criteria:

- All discharges from CICU/PICU must be approved by the duty PICU Consultant.
- The parent specialty team/Consultant should be informed of the discharge.
- All patients should be accompanied by a discharge summary, which should be verified by the Consultant within 24 hours.

Discharge Criteria:

- The potential discharges should be identified at each ward round.
- Children will be identified by the PICU team as approaching “ready for discharge” status. (08:30h, 16:00h, and 20:30h).
- Patients in the CICU/PICU should be evaluated and considered for discharge based on the reversal of the disease process or resolution of the unstable physiologic condition that prompted admission to the unit, and it is determined that the need for complex intervention exceeding general patient care unit capabilities is no longer needed. Suitable area for transfer (HDU/Single room/Ward) will be identified as per their clinical requirement.

Suitability for transfer/discharge will be based on the following:

1. Stable haemodynamic parameters.
2. Stable respiratory status (patient extubated with stable blood gases) and airway patency.
3. Minimal oxygen requirements that do not exceed ward or HDU guidelines.
4. Intravenous inotropic support, vasodilators, and antiarrhythmic drugs are no longer required or, when applicable, low doses of these medications can be administered safely in otherwise stable patients in a ward or HDU.
5. Cardiac dysrhythmias are controlled.
7. Chronically mechanically ventilated patients whose critical illness has been reversed or resolved and who are otherwise stable may be discharged to a ward or to HDU if they continue to need the same level of respiratory support as before while they were at home.
8. Routine peritoneal or haemodialysis with resolution of critical illness not exceeding ward guidelines.
9. The health care team and the patient's family, after careful assessment, determine that there is no benefit in keeping the child in the CICU/PICU or that the course of treatment is medically futile.
Categories of Discharge

- **Category 1 Routine.** Critical Care has at least one available bed. Patients will be discharged within 4 hours.
- **Category 2 Urgent.** Critical care areas have no available space i.e. reached capacity. Patients will be discharged within 2 hours.
- **Category 3 Time Critical*.** Critical Care has no available space and a critically ill patient requires immediate admission. Patient will be discharged as quickly as possible.

*This situation is not desirable and may result in a compromise to patient safety.

2.2 Further considerations:

ALL discharge summaries should be reviewed and signed by the Duty Consultant prior to discharge. If this is not possible they should be presented to the Duty Consultant within 24 hrs.

Discharge Summaries should be started by the night shift person and then completed after the Consultant Ward round.

Discharges should NOT be done OVERNIGHT without specific approval of the duty PIC, Consultant and Parent Specialty team.

In all cases ensure management plan is communicated clearly and child protection procedures or concerns must be specifically detailed.

It is a rare occurrence for a child to be discharged home straight from CICU/PICU and should only be done with the specific approval of the duty PIC Consultant and Parent Specialty team.

The final decision to discharge should be confirmed by the CICU/PIC Duty Consultant and Parent Specialty team.

2.3 Discharge Procedure:

Timing of patient discharge from critical care impacts on the outcome of the patient.

Poor planning may result in disruption of care, delayed recovery and high readmission rates.

It has been shown that discharge at night increases patient mortality. It has been recommended that transfer from critical care areas to the general ward between
20:00 and 07:00 should be avoided and documented as an adverse event if it occurs.

**When discharging to Ward 30:**

1. Inform the Bed Co-ordinator of the discharge
2. Inform Parent Specialty team of imminent discharge
3. Complete the Discharge Summary
4. Print Discharge Summary letter to accompany patient ensure signed by the Consultant and copy to the GP and referring hospital.
6. Perform clinical review & early warning score immediately prior to discharge to confirm suitability
7. PICU Nurse to handover to Ward Nurse

**When discharging to other Ward:**

1. Inform the Bed Co-ordinator of the discharge
2. Inform Parent Specialty team of imminent discharge
3. Complete the Discharge Summary
4. Print Discharge Summary letter to accompany patient ensure signed by Consultant. Copy to the GP and referring hospital.
5. Perform clinical review & early warning score immediately prior to discharge to confirm suitability
6. PICU Nurse to handover to Ward Nurse

**When discharging a patient to another hospital:**

1. Discuss with PIC Consultant and Parent Specialty team
2. Inform PIC Nurse in Charge of anticipated need for transfer arrangements
3. Inform accepting hospital Consultant
4. Inform GP when transfer is to a hospice
5. Inform accepting Ward Nurse in Charge
6. Complete the Discharge Summary and ensure plans are clearly documented especially drain/central line removal
7. Print Discharge Summary letter to accompany patient, ensure signed off by Consultant. Copy to the GP and referring hospital.
8. Perform clinical review & early warning score immediately prior to discharge to confirm suitability
9. Appropriate transfer team/nurse to accompany patient

**Long Term Patients:**

The discharge of any patient from critical care involves planning however it is especially important to plan the discharge of long term or complex patients.
Defining this group is difficult but should include all patients who have required Critical Care for greater than 2 weeks. Patients, their relatives and ward staff all need time to prepare for the discharge. Specific needs must be identified as soon as practical. Specialist services will need time to co-ordinate all aspects required for continuing care. This may take several days but the process should start before they are ready for discharge in order to ensure that a timely discharge from Critical Care.

**Access to Regional Specialist Services:**

If a Specialist Service is commissioned in the Critical Care unit, it may be necessary to discharge patients to another critical care unit if they are not able to transition from critical care if the Specialist Service is no longer required. It is essential that regional specialist services are protected by avoiding any undue delay in discharge.

The possibility of discharge to another critical care facility needs not only agreement between the PICU Consultant but also agreement of the referring team in the Tertiary Centre and in the non-specialist unit. The patient’s requirements are paramount to any change of facility.

### 2.4 Roles & Responsibilities:

**Medical Staff**

The final decision that a patient is fit for discharge/step down from critical care remains with the Critical Care Consultant. It is essential that the parent team (or their representative out of hours) is aware of all discharges.

**Nursing Staff**

It is the nursing staff’s responsibility to ensure a safe and timely discharge of a patient from critical care areas once a bed has been identified. Unless there is an immediate threat to capacity on the critical care unit, discharges must not occur within the hours of 20:00 and 07:00. They must also ensure all documentation is complete to accompany the patient. For patients with complex needs and those classed as long term patients, the Nurse in Charge of the receiving area must ensure that a face to face handover has been obtained whilst in the critical care unit.

**Bed Co-ordinator**

It is the responsibility of the bed co-ordinator to ensure identification of an appropriate bed in conjunction with key stakeholders and within the timescale appropriate for the capacity of the critical care area. Patients should be cared for in the most appropriate setting and maximise availability of critical care capacity.
2.5 Handover of Care:

The discharging team and the receiving team both have a responsibility to ensure the appropriate care of the patient being discharged. They should ensure:

- There is continuity of care facilitated by a formal structured handover of care from critical care area staff to ward staff (including both medical and nursing staff), supported by a written plan.
- That the receiving ward, with support from critical care if required, can deliver the agreed plan.

When patients are transferred to the general ward from a critical care area, they and their parents/carers should be offered information about their condition and encouraged to actively participate in decisions that relate to their recovery. The information should be tailored to individual circumstances.

A Structured Handover Must Include:

- A summary of the critical care stay, including diagnosis and treatment and a full history of any long term and complex needs the child may have.
- A monitoring and investigation plan
- An escalation plan should deterioration of the child occur
- A plan for on-going treatment, including drugs and therapies, nutrition plan, infection status and any agreed limitations of treatment.
- Physical and rehabilitation needs

It is essential to give a detailed review of medication. Treatment to be reviewed or stopped must be clearly identified, as must the timing. Long term medications must be also considered. If these have been changed or not yet restarted this must be documented.

If there are any variations or changes to any part of the discharge plan, this should be clearly documented in the medical notes

3. Education and Training

There is no new training required to implement this guideline
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Flow Chart for Discharge from PICU

Child identified for discharge from PICU by the Medical & Nursing Team

Assess level of urgency required to discharge the child to the ward – This may escalate up and down at anytime

**Category 1 Routine.**
Critical care has at least one available bed. Patients will be discharged within 4 hours.

- Bed available within 4 hours
  - PICU to handover to the receiving area to confirm all plans of care can be achieved. Receiving area to review the child on PICU prior to discharge.
  - Discharge within 4 hours and not between the hours of 20:00 and 07:00
  - PICU NIC to escalate to the Band 7 where discharge does not occur

**Category 2 – Urgent**
Critical care areas have no available space i.e. reached capacity. Patients will be discharged within 2 hours.

- Bed available within 2 hours
  - PICU to handover to the receiving area to confirm all plans of care can be achieved. Receiving area to review the child on PICU prior to discharge.
  - Patient discharged to ward within 2 hours and not between the hours of 20:00 and 07:00

**Category 3 – Time Critical**
Critical Care has no available space and a critically ill patient requires immediate admission. Patient will be discharged as quickly as possible.

- Bed available immediately
  - Escalate to the Senior Sister/Matron/HoN and Gold Command
    - Patient discharged immediately
    - Negotiate safe holding of the patient requiring admission until the bed becomes available and arrange for the transfer of the most appropriate patient

NB: Paper copies of this document may not be the most recent version. The definitive version is in the UHL Policies and Guidelines Library.